**Chip Making Equipment**

**Atrump Machinery**, Inc. provides the CNC and conventional machine tool industry with a complete line of milling machines, precision lathes, universal and monaset tools and cutter grinders, and CNC mills and lathes.

Today, **ACER** is the foremost leading manufacturer from Taiwan. With your support we will be the brightest star in the future. Acer carries a full line of machines - milling, surface grinders, and engine lathes.

**Victor Machines** are quality machine tools that have been distributed in the U.S. for over 20 years. Since the introduction of the "Victor" Brand name in 1976, tens of thousands of Victor Machines have been installed in job shops and manufacturing facilities throughout the world.

**Sharp Industries**, Inc. has been supplying high quality machine tools for more than a quarter century now with more than 150,000 precision machines worldwide. As our product line has expanded so has our ability to inventory, ship, and support all the machines we sell.

**Fabrication Equipment**

**Betebender Manufacturing**, Inc welcomes you as a future owner of an American made shear or press brake. Now celebrating 34 years in business we have continually updated our designs and equipment to meet our customers' needs.

Since its establishment in 1976, **Cosen** has continued its growth into one of the world's largest professional band saw manufacturers. Cosen manufactures over 80 models including manual, semi-automatic, automatic, and NC - 200mm(8") to 2000mm(80").

Since 1969, **Tennsmith** has developed a full range of sheet metal tools including hand brakes, power shears, slip rolls, cleat benders, notchers and rotary machines. Quality workmanship, product performance and customer satisfaction are the key ingredients of maintaining our future growth.

**At Kalamazoo Machine Tool (KMT Saw)** Sawing is Our only business, and our manufacturing facility has been producing circular saws and bandsaws since 1986.

**Scotchman Industries** is pleased to offer you "Metal Fabricating Solutions". With more than 40 years of experience offering high quality metal fabrication equipment, Scotchman provides the best in simple, solid, and dependable tools for the metal fabrication industry.